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There is a hint that this book is going to be fundamentally flawed in the first 
paragraph of its preface: 
. . . As a result of work in structured programming by Dijkstra, Hoare, 
Parnas, Gries, Wirth, and many others, we have systematic procedures 
for program design. As a result of work in functional and denotational 
semantics by Turing, Kleene, Scott, and others we have systematic pro- 
cedures for proving program correctness. [emphasis added] 
The first part of the book offers a more or less conventional, and more or less 
unexceptionable, description of program construction in Pascal. 
The mathematical approach to program construction which the authors develop 
in the second part of the book begins with a description of the semantics of Pascal 
in which the meaning of each statement is characterized by a relation between states. 
For example: 
[if b then T else ~~={(s,[[T~(s))~b(s)=true}u{(s,[[E~(s))~b(s)=false}. 
Program construction proceeds as follows: 
(1) The specification of a program (or program fragment) is given as a relation 
R between states. 
(2) A program (or fragment) P which is intended to satisfy the specification is 
invented by some means. 
(3) Proof that the candidate program P meets its specification consists of calcula- 
tion of its semantic function [[PI, followed by proof that this function is 
compatible with the specification relation in the sense: 
domain (R n I[ P]) = domain R. 
Technical details apart, this approach is flawed in two important respects. Firstly, 
the proofs of programs involving particular constructs always have the same struc- 
ture, but no advantage is taken of this. The alternative approach [2], widely (indeed, 
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until reading this work, I had thought universally) applied for about the last twenty 
years, is to present the axiomatic semantics of the programming language, and 
conduct proofs in terms of expressions in the program variables, using proof rules 
derived once and for all from the semantics of the programming language. 
We invite the reader to compare the authors’ approach with using the direct proof 
rule of [2] 
{PAb] T{QI 
{PA+]E{Q) 
{P} if b then T else E {Q} 
to validate (say) 
{x = x0} if x < 0 then x := -x else skip {x = ah x,,} 
The second flaw, which is contingent on the first, lies in the failure to present 
useful tactics for deriving program fragments from their specifications. For example, 
the “design rules” which are given for a statement of the form while b do d which 
is intended to satisfy the specification f are presented as follows: 
(1) (Existence rule) Verify that: 
(a) range f c domain f 
(b) SE rangefdfs = s 
otherwise no while statement can be design for f: 
(2) (Boolean Condition Rule) Determine b such that: 
(a) [[bl evaluates to true in domainf-rangef 
(b) [b] evaluates to false in range f 
(3) (DO Part RuZe) Determine d such that: 
(a) [if b then d] preserves all values f requires to define the final 
state 
(b) while b do d terminates for every state in domainf: 
Twenty years after the publication of [2] it is simply astonishing to see a text on 
loop construction which fails to mention the idea of a loop invariant (the 
“ . . . preserves all values . . .” of (3a) is the only hint of anything analogous, and it 
is not pursued in the text). Moreover, despite rule (3b), the text scarcely discusses 
methods of proving termination except to present a proof of the undecidability of 
the halting problem. 
It might be instructive to compare the complexity of the above-quoted rules with 
a presentation of the partial correctness rule in the Hoare style: 
{b A NV} d { INV} 
{NV} while b do d {lb A INV} 
The tactics presented in [ 11 whereby invariants may be invented by “weakening” 
the postcondition of a specification should by now be part of the basic intellectual 
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toolkit of any programmer. The approach taken in this book precludes these tactics 
being mentioned, let alone explored in detail as a problem-solving technique. 
The section on validating the implementation of abstract data types is a little 
better: indeed the idea of a representation function (sometimes called a retrieve or 
abstraction relation) is nicely introduced. But nearly a decade after the publication 
of [3] it is also surprising to see a discussion of this topic which doesn’t mention 
the idea of a representation invariant. 
I share the authors’ confidence in the willingness and ability of students to 
supplement their intuitive problem-solving skills with mathematical methods of 
reasoning about the behaviour of programs: but a student who reads only this book 
might justifiably conclude that the formal validation of even the simplest of 
algorithms is insufferably tedious. If the authors had understood the true significance 
of the work of Dijkstra, Hoare, Gries, Jones et al., then they would not have written 
this book-they might also have added a bibliography containing the following: 
[I] D. Gries, The Science oj”Programming (Springer, Berlin, 1981). 
[2] C.A.R. Hoare, An axiomatic basis for computer programming, Comm. ACM 12 (1969) 576. 
[3] C.B. Jones, Softward Development: A Rigorous Approach (Prentice-Hall, Hemel Hempstead, UK, 
1980). 
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Programming Language Theory and Its Implementation. By Michael J.C. Gordon. 
Prentice-Hall International, Hemel Hempstead, UK, 1988, Price X15.95 (hard- 
cover), ISBN o-13-730409. 
The book presents two mathematical theories worth teaching to undergraduate 
students of computer science: 
- the Floyd-Hoare’s logic for partial correctness of imperative programs, and 
- the A-calculus and the calculus of combinators meant as the foundation of 
functional programming. 
The two theories are followed by three commented computer programs that illustrate 
the main points raised in the theoretical parts. 
Most existing beginner courses in the Floyd-Hoare’s logic sin in one of the 
following ways: either they give the inference system with little or no justification; 
or they prove its axioms and rules as theorems after formally defining the semantics 
of commands as state/state transformations. The former approach does not allow 
to formulate the problem of soundness of an inference system and may encourage 
a student to introduce new rules for new constructs without proper care. The latter 
approach is too complicated for less mathematically oriented students and may 
contribute to their belief that this is all too theoretical to be of any use. 
